Symbiotic binaries are putative progenitors of type Ia supernovae. The census of Galactic symbiotic binaries is so incomplete that we cannot reliably estimate the total population of these stars, and use it to check whether that number is consistent with the observed type Ia supernova rate in spiral galaxies. We have thus begun a survey of the nearest counterpart of our own Galaxy, namely M31, where a relatively complete census of symbiotic stars is achievable. We report the first detections and spectrographic characterizations of 35 symbiotic binaries in M31, and compare these stars with the symbiotic population in the Milky Way. These newly detected M31 symbiotic binaries are remarkably similar to galactic symbiotics, though we are clearly only sampling (in this feasibility study) the most luminous symbiotics in M31. We have also found, in M31, the symbiotic star (M31SyS J004233.17+412720.7) with the highest ionization level known amongst all symbiotics. An optical outburst of the M31 symbiotic star M31SyS J004322.50+413940.9 was probably a nova-like outburst, the first symbiotic outburst detected outside the Milky Way and Magellanic Clouds.
INTRODUCTION

Motivation
While not a single progenitor of a SNIa has been observed before the explosion, there is a consensus that these supernovae result from the thermonuclear disruption of Carbon-Oxygen white dwarfs (CO-WDs) reaching the Chandrasekhar mass (Paczynski 1985; Webbink 1994; Iben & Tutukov 1984) . This must be due to either 1) rapid mass accretion onto a WD from a non-degenerate companion (single-degenerate or SD model); or 2) mass transfer between and/or merger of two WDs (double-degenerate or DD model). Each of the proposed scenarios has its strengths and weaknesses , and references therein). Two particularly well-observed SNIa (in M101 Li et al. 2011 ; and in the LMC Schaeffer & Pagnotta 2012) almost certainly were of the DD type. A third SN Ia with hydrogen in its late spectrum was likely a symbiotic star of the SD type (Dilday et al. 2012) .
Some SD binaries that are currently symbiotic stars (hereafter SySt) must inevitably evolve into DD systems (e.g. Di Stefano 2010; . Symbiotic stars are thus potential SD supernovae and the progenitors of DD supernovae.
SySt are amongst the longest orbital period interacting binaries. The components are an evolved cool giant and an accreting, hot, luminous companion (usually a WD) surrounded by a dense ⋆ E-mail: mikolaj@camk.edu.pl ionized nebula. Depending on the nature of the cool giant, two main classes of symbiotic stars have been defined. The S-types (stellar) are normal M giants with orbital periods of the order of a few years (see e.g. Mikołajewska 2012 , and references therein). The Dtypes (dusty) contain Mira variable primaries surrounded by warm dust (Whitelock 1987) ; orbital periods are decades or longer (e.g. Schmid & Schild 2002; ). In addition to ionized and neutral regions, accretion/excretion discs, interacting winds, dust-forming regions, and bipolar outflows with jets are observed (see e.g. Mikołajewska 2007 Mikołajewska , 2012 , for recent reviews). Some SySt must give rise to nova explosions (Yaron et al. 2005; Shara et al. 2010) . Thus, in addition to their importance as SNIa progenitors, symbiotic stars offer insight into all interacting binaries that include evolved giants and accreting WDs during any phase of their evolution.
Only ∼300 SySt are known today -mostly in the Milky Way, where our sample is very incomplete. This incompleteness is due to the lack of deep, all-sky surveys at wavelengths where SySt distinguish themselves from all other stars. As an example, there is no publicly-available, deep Hα survey at most moderate and high Galactic latitudes; nor is there a deep Brackett-gamma imaging survey of the Galactic Plane.
Why should we hunt for more, particularly in external galaxies? The most important reasons to acquire large, complete samples of extragalactic SySt are (i) to enable a direct comparison of symbiotic total numbers in c RAS Table 1 , and overlaid on the DSS optical image of M31. The field of view is 2.
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• 27.
galaxies with the numbers expected in these galaxies if SySt are SNIa progenitors;
(ii) to enable the spatial distributions of SySt in galaxies to be delineated, relative to the spiral arms and massive-star formation regions in each galaxy, for comparison with SNIa in spiral galaxies;
(iii) to eventually enable the characterization of a SySt before its eruption as an SNIa, a major confirmation of a prediction of binary stellar evolution theory.
Current estimates of the population of Milky Way SySt vary from 3,000 (Allen 1984) , to 30,000 (Kenyon et al. 1993a) up to 400,000 (Munari & Renzini 1992; Magrini et al. 2003) . However, fewer than 300 SySt have been detected in the Milky Way, and a few dozen more in the closest galaxies (e.g. Belczyński et al. 2000; Corradi 2012 , and references therein; Miszalski et al. 2013 Goncalves et al. 2008; Kniazev et al. 2009; Oliveira et al. 2013) . Hakobyan et al. (2011) demonstrated that a significant fraction of SNIa in spiral galaxies preferentially occur in young, starforming regions. If SySt are associated with SNIa, then they, too, should show some preference for the spiral arms and HII regions in spiral galaxies. All existing surveys for SySt are so badly incomplete that we can say nothing about their global populations in any other galaxy. We are equally ignorant of the global spatial distribution of SySt in the Milky Way. This paper is a demonstration of feasibility of acquiring a complete census of the SySt in the Local Group of galaxies, and a first step in tracing the locations of SySt in M31.
If SySt (or some subset of all SySt) are really the progenitors of SNIa, then eventually one of these objects will erupt in a Local Group galaxy (including the Milky Way). The larger the sample of spectrographically confirmed SySt (in any galaxy) that astronomers will have, the greater the possibility that one of these SySt will be the progenitor. It is thus clear that a sample of at least 10 000 SySt is required to have a reasonable chance of observing one erupt during an astronomer's lifetime. This would be an enormous success for stellar evolution theory.
Why M31?
With these motivations in mind, we have begun a concerted search for extragalactic SySt. The powerful Hα emission of SySt is as distinctive in halo and extragalactic stars as in their local counterparts. SySt are simultaneously very blue (in U-B colours) and very red (in V-I colours), due to the simultaneous presence of a very hot white dwarf and and cool red giant. Thus a large survey for extragalactic SySt should be based on a survey with (at least) U BV I and Hα magnitudes for a large number of extragalactic stars.
At first glance the logical galaxies to start with are the LMC and SMC. They certainly are the closest major Local Group members, and a few SySt have been detected in each. The strongest drawbacks to these galaxies are their apparent sizes and lack of suitable databases. About 150 square degrees would have to be surveyed to fully cover the LMC and SMC. No suitably deep, wellresolved, publicly available U BV IHα atlases or catalogs of the LMC and SMC exist.
Fortunately there is a large, deep, uniform, well-calibrated and documented, publicly-available U BV IHα (as well as [O iii] and [S ii]) survey and catalog of nine other Local Group galaxies that is ideal for our purposes. Massey et al. (2006) used 42 nights of the KPNO and CTIO 4 meter telescopes, Mosaic cameras and the Lowell Observatory 1.1 meter telescope to exhaustively image, calibrate and catalog the galaxies M31, M33, IC10, NGC 6822, WLM, Sextans A, Sextans B, Pegasus and Phoenix. Careful astrometry was used to ensure stellar positions accurate to 0.2 arcsec. Painstaking photometric calibrations of each CCD chip assured 3 per cent photometry at U ∼ B ∼ V ∼ R ∼ I ∼ 22, and as faint as Hα ∼ 21. This corresponds well to the magnitudes expected for SySt in these galaxies. It also ensures colours accurate to better than 5 per cent.
Massey et al focused (successfully) on a search for Luminous Blue Variables in their nine galaxies. The LGGS catalog is freely available from the NOAO archives. It contains the positions, magnitudes and U BVRI colours of 518 000 stars in M31 and M33, and 88 000 stars in the other galaxies. One of us (NC) has already collected spectra of stars with strong Hα emission in M31 detected in LGGS, and it is the results of this spectrographic reconnaissance that we report in this paper.
In Sect. 2 we describe the data and their reductions. The coordinates and spectra of 35 new M31 SySt are presented in Sect. 3. We characterize these stars, and contrast and compare them with SySt in our own Galaxy in Sect. 4. A brief summary of our results is found in Sect. 5.
OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
The symbiotic stars discussed in this paper were found as "byproducts" of a spectrographic survey of M31 aimed at detecting and characterizing HII regions and planetary nebulae (PNe) (Sanders et al (2012) ). HII region candidates were chosen because they displayed strong Hα emission in images of the publicly-available LGGS (Massey et al. 2007 ). Planetary nebula candidates were chosen from the planetary nebula catalog of Merrett et al. (2006) , as well as from strong and unresolved [O iii] emission objects in the LGGS images. A second set of spectra was collected in 2011 (using the catalog of Azimlu et al. 2011) , which also contained objects selected on the basis of Hα emission. In all, the spectra of about 700 objects which displayed Hα or [O iii] emission were collected. About 95% of the candidates did turn out to be HII regions and PNe, as expected.
Upon visual inspection of all the spectra, we found that a small number of objects were neither PNe nor HII regions. While all display a strong Hα line, they have little or no emission in the familiar forbidden lines of [N ii], [S ii], and [O ii]. Instead, they show lines of high ionization potential. These 35 objects, listed in Table 1 , are the subject of this paper. We emphasize that none of these candidates were selected for spectroscopy with the expectation that they might be SySt. Any statistical analyses of the SySt in M31, based on this sample alone, should take this into consideration.
The spectra themselves were obtained with the Hectospec multi-fiber positioner and spectrograph on the 6.5m MMT telescope (Fabricant et al. 2005) , as described in Caldwell et al. (2009) . The Hectospec 270 gpm grating was used and provided spectral coverage from roughly 3700−9200Å at a resolution of ∼ 5Å. Some spectra did not cover [O ii]λ3727, because of the design of the spectrograph, and the small blueshift of M31. The observations were made in the period from 2004-2007 and 2011 , and were reduced in the uniform manner outlined in Caldwell et al. (2009) . The frames were first de-biased and flat fielded. Individual spectra were then extracted and wavelength calibrated. Sky subtraction is achieved with Hectospec by averaging spectra from "blank sky" fibers from the same exposures or by offsetting the telescope by a few arcseconds. Standard star spectra obtained intermittently were used for flux calibration and instrumental response. These relative flux corrections were carefully applied to ensure that the relative line flux ratios would be accurate. The total exposures were between 1800 and 4800s.
16 of our targets have LGGS photometry (Massey et al. 2006 ) and their U BV I are collected in Table 2 . The uncertainty on individual measurements is less than 0.03 mag for objects brighter than ∼ 22 mag, and 0.1-0.3 for the fainter ones. Since Massey et al.
(2006) required a detection in all filters for inclusion in their catalog, very red stars are left out. So, additional I photometry from the LGGS was obtained for most of the candidates that were not in Massey et al.'s catalog. These I magnitudes (Table 2) were obtained by measuring aperture photometry of stars in relevant mosaicked images, cross-correlating those stars with ones actually in the Massey catalog, deriving a transformation, and then applying that transformation to the measurements of the missing stars. The estimated errors are around 0.3 mag for these. Three objects, M31SyS J004059.40+405003.1, M31SyS J004358.20+412850.9, and M31SyS J004349.54+413855.9, were too faint to be measured using this technique, though they do show up in the I band images.
The PHAT survey (Dalcanton et al. 2012) has imaged the NE half of the disk of M31 in 6 filters from the UV to the near IR, thus approximately half of our SySt sample lies within that survey. Details of the point-spread function fitting photometry are contained in Williams et al. (2014) . What we have done is search the PHAT photometric catalogs for coordinate matches with our SySt candidates. Since the fiber aperture is 1.5 arcsec in diameter, we allowed a tolerance of 0.75 arcsec in the coordinate matching. Of the 10-20 stars in the catalog within that coordinate tolerance, we chose the star with the brightest F814W magnitude to be the SySt. Typically, the brightest star was more than 1 magnitude brighter than the next brightest, so it seems safe to assume we have chosen the correct star. Of the 11 SySts with PHAT photometry, only one proved to be problematic, with several stars of similar magnitude within the fiber aperture. We do not report values for this case. Table 2 also gives the 2MASS JHK photometry for some of our objects. The locations of all of our targets in M31 are displayed in Fig. 1 .
IDENTIFICATION AND CLASSIFICATION OF SySt IN M31
The Allen (1984) and Munari & Zwitter (2002) . The spectra of many SySt also show a broad emission feature at about λ6830 Å, and a factor of ∼ 4 weaker but similar feature at about λ7088 Å. Allen (1980) found that ∼ 50 per cent SySt exhibit this band. He also found that the λ6830 Å feature is only observed in SySt. Schmid (1989) first identified the λλ6830, 7088 lines as Raman scattering of the O vi resonance lines λλ1032, 1038 by neutral hydrogen. The proposed production mechanism of these features confirms their intrinsic connection with the interaction between the hot component (copious in O vi photons) and the cool component (with its strong stellar wind) of the SySt. Thus the presence of the Raman scattered lines provides a very strong criterion for the identification and classification of SySt. The composition of SySt is also reflected by their broadband colours. They appear blue in the UV, where the nebular line and continuum emission dominates the spectral energy distribution (SED), and red in the optical and near IR, because of the emerging red giant spectrum. Table 1 gives the names and coordinates of 31 bona-fide and 4 possible SySt in M31 that were classified as such systems following the criteria in Mikołajewska et al. (1997) and Belczyński et al. (2000) . According to the IAU recommendations, the name was built from the object position and considering the observational angular resolution. The resulting format is M31 SyS JHHMMSSss+DDMMSSs where the acronym M31 SyS indicates that they are also SySt. The finder charts are available via dedicated web page created by one of us (NC) 1 . These adopted criteria include the following: Examples of the spectra presenting all the defining features of SySt are shown in Figs. 2-4 whereas the spectra for all remaining SySt presented in this study are shown in the Appendix A (available online). The last column of Table 1 also gives the reference number of the figure in which the spectrum is presented.
Unfortunately, since our spectra come from a fiber system, only a few of them had a 'local' background subtracted. Typically the background was far away (10-20 arcminutes). Thus, 1 http://www.cfa.harvard.edu/oir/eg/m31clusters/symb/symb.html some spectra in the disk and bulge show features due to their surroundings. Good examples are M31SyS J004156.21+410735.0 and M31SyS J004155.61+410846.7, which shows bulge absorption features as well as the stars' emission lines. The absorption features can be mistaken for a single red giant star, complicating the SySt classification.
The symbiotic nature of these objects is also confirmed by their brightnesses in I and red V-I colours. In particular, they all are a few magnitudes brighter than the I mag predicted by their Hα fluxes and by assuming that their red/near IR emission is of nebular origin; whereas the presence of a bright, cool giant star is consistent with their observed red magnitudes.
The hot components of SySt often show strong optical outbursts characterized by the appearance of bright A-or F-type continuua, as well as strong H i as well as O i,
, and other low-excitation emission lines. The stronger emission lines present more or less complex P Cyg structure, while the red giant bands are only visible in the red/infrared spectral range. In our M31 SySt sample, this could be the case of M31SyS J004322.50+413940.9 (Fig. 12, and Sect. 4.3) . In the present study we classify some objects showing only a lowexcitation nebular spectrum in addition to TiO bands in their red spectra as possible SySt. Table 3 summarizes the spectroscopic characteristics of our sample, in particular, the selected emission line flux ratios, the high- Table 1. been confirmed by detection of Mira-type pulsations in their JHKL light curves (Whitelock 1987; ).
Gutierrez occupied by SySt, whereas the M31 PNe fall into the region of PNe defined by Gutierrez-Moreno et al. (1995) . Similarly, Proga et al. (1994) show that the He i λλ5876, 6678 line ratio distinguishes between S-and D-type SySt in that F(λ6678)/F(λ5876) 0.5 for S-types and F(λ6678)/F(λ5876) ∼ 0.25 for D-types. The He i diagram for our new SySt is presented in Fig. 6 . Based on the locations of these objects in these two diagrams we estimate their IR types (Table 4) . Those SySt with [O iii]/Hβ 0.83, i.e. located in Fig. 5 above the division line between the S-and D-types, are plotted as filled circles. We classified as Dtype only 4 of these objects: M31SyS J004421.89+415125.6 (but see discussion of this object in Sect. 4.3), M31SyS J004432.09+411940.8, and M31SyS J004440.50+412052.2, and possibly M31SyS J004445.03+414156.5. The position of M31SyS J004021.10+404501.1 in Fig. 6 indicates that it is almost certainly S-type. This classification is, however, only provisional and should be confirmed by near IR observations. In the case of some objects, located in both diagrams near the dividing line between S-and D-types, the classification is very uncertain or impossible.
The absorption features of a cool component are present in most of the sample. Their spectral types (listed in Table 3 ) were mostly identified based on the depths of the heads of strong TiO bands at λλ7054, 7589, and 8432, and in some cases the VO band at λ7845. The TiO bands seem to be present for some objects, but their under-exposed continua or spectra, contaminated by features of the surroundings due to poor background subtraction, make the spectral type estimate impossible. We note this by classifying their red components as 'M'.
The majority of our new SySt sample show the He ii λ4686 emission line (26 out of 31), and many of them also show the Raman-scattered O vi lines (17 out of 31) and [Fe vii] λλ5721, 6089 (10 out of 31). The highest ionization emission line detected is coronal [Fe x] λ6375 in M31SyS J004233.17+412720.7 and M31SyS J003846.16+400717.0, strongly suggesting that these SySt may be supersoft x-ray sources (see Sect. 4.3).
CHARACTERIZATION OF THE NEW SySt IN M31
We searched for matches to all new and possible SySt in all catalogs available in the CDS database via VizieR 2 . Table 1 lists all matches within 0.5 arcsec radius. 24 objects are listed by Azimlu et al. (2011) in their the catalogs of H ii regions and PNe. They also provide estimates for the observed Hα fluxes (see Table 3 ), the M31 interstellar extinction, and the extinction-corrected total Hα luminosity, L(Hα) (see also Sect. 4.1).
Six objects coincide at the 0.2-0.5 arcsec level with the long period variables found by POINT-AGAPE survey of M31 (An et al. 2004) . These coincidences seem to be real. The periods quoted in the POINT-AGAPE Catalogue (PAC) for these SySt, P ∼ 300-1000 days, fall in the range covered by the orbital periods of known SySt (Mikołajewska 2012) . These are often classified as semiregular long-period variables because of their complex photometric behaviours (both components can be intrinsic variables). Several SySt also have matches in the catalogues of Vilardell et al. (2006) . We briefly discuss these and some other noteworthy individual objects in Sect. 4.3.
Physical parameters
The physical parameters of the SySt sample are given in Table 4 . To estimate the hot component temperature, T h , we employed the simple formula of the form T h [1000 K]=IP max [eV] , where IP max is the highest observed ionization potential (Mürset & Nussbaumer 1994) . The accuracy of this method is ∼10 per cent provided that the highest ionization stage is indeed observed. Since the highest ionization stages easily observed in the optical spectra of SySt are 2 http://vizier.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/VizieR those of Fe +6 and O +5 , this method fails for T h 115 000 K. The method also fails for S-type SySt with small and dense nebulae, and with 54 000 K T h 115 000 K because of the lack of strong permitted lines corresponding to the highest IP in this temperature range whereas the forbidden emission lines are either faint or absent due to high nebular density. Therefore we set the upper limit for T h by the He ii4686/Hβ ratio, and assuming case B recombination and cosmic He/H.
The interstellar reddening values, E(B − V), were either adopted from Azimlu et al. (2011) or estimated from the H i and He i recombination lines. Unfortunately, in S-type SySt as well as some D-types, there are significant departures from case B conditions due to self absorption effects, and the reddening-free Balmer decrements are very steep with Hα/Hβ ∼ 5-10 (e.g. Proga et al. 1996) . Similarly, the He i line ratios are affected by both optical depth and collisions, especially in S-type SySt (e.g. Proga et al. 1994 , and references therein). Thus the E(B − V)'s in Table 4 were estimated using results of Netzer (1975) (H i) and Proga et al. (1994) (He i). Although their accuracy is not better than ∼ 0.1, the differences between our estimates and the values quoted by Azimlu et al. (2011) in all but one case did not exceed 0.1. The absolute magnitudes were calculated assuming the distance to M31, m-M=24.47, corresponding to d=780 kpc (Vilardell et al. 2006) , and extinction-corrected. Whenever possible, the extinctioncorrected total Hα luminosity, L(Hα), is also given in Table 4 .
The Hα total luminosity, and the absolute U magnitude (M U ) characterize the nebular emission which is related to the hot component luminosity and temperature. Thus it is not surprising that there is some positive correlation between these two quantities. The absolute I magnitude (M I ) characterizes the cool star in S-type SySt. In the case of dust obscured symbiotic Miras (D-types), their I magnitudes may not be representative of their intrinsic brightnesses, and in the most extreme cases, they can be dominated by the nebular emission. Although there is not sufficient information about the near-IR JHKL colours for our M31 SySt, their PHAT m 814 − m 160 colours, whenever available, seem to be consistent with cool stellar photospheres rather than warm dust emission. Therefore the correlation between L(Hα) and M I (Fig. 7) indicates that there may be some relation between the hot component luminosity and that of the cool component. Such an effect is also observed in Galactic SySt (Fig. 7) . Moreover Mikołajewska et al. (1997) found a relation between the hot component luminosity and the spectral class of the cool giant in the sense that the brightest hot components are the companions of the coolest and the most luminous M giants.
Comparison of the M31 SySt with those in our own Galaxy
In the following section, we compare the M31 sample with the SySt in the Milky Way. To calculate the Hα total luminosity, L(Hα), and the absolute U and I magnitudes, M U and M I for the galactic SySt, we collected the available relevant information. In particular, the the Hα fluxes for various samples of SySt were published by: Blair et al. (1983) , Mikołajewska et al. (1997) , Gutierrez-Moreno et al. (1999) , and for individual SySt by: Kenyon & Fernandez-Castro (1987) , Kenyon et al. (1991) , Kenyon et al. (1993b) , Brandi et al. (2005) , Mikołajewska & Kenyon (1992) , Schmid & Schild (1990) . Most of these papers also contain information about the interstellar reddening, E(B − V), and distances. Whenever different estimates for the same object were available, the E(B − V)'s were critically revised by one of us (JM). The U BV I photometry was taken from , and also from the DENIS catalogue available in the CDS database via VizieR. Although the DENIS I filter and the Cousins I filter, used by and Massey et al. (2006) , differ slightly in their pivot wavelengths, the resulting magnitudes differ by no more than 0.1-0.2, which is less than the intrinsic variability of the majority of symbiotic red giants (e.g. Gromadzki et al. 2013 , Angeloni et al. 2014 . For these galactic SySt we used the Hα fluxes, and U mag observed during quiescence. During optical outbursts of any type (Z And-type, high states of accretion-powered SySt, symbiotic novae; e.g. Mikołajewska 2003) the continuum is cooler, and U BV magnitudes much higher.
Figs. 8-10 compare the distribution of the Hα total luminosity and the absolute magnitudes, M U and M I , of the M31 and galactic SySt. Some of the galactic D-type SySt show surprisingly low M I . This is because their Mira components are obscured by optically thick dust, and their I magnitudes do not represent their intrinsic brightnesses. These plots show that we are clearly sampling similar populations, but that we are incomplete in M31 for all but the most luminous SySt. With a targeted campaign, we should be able to detect objects down to log L(Hα) = 34.3 (the limit of the Azimlu et al. (2011) catalog), well below the peak in the MW, and thus allow a rigorous comparison between the populations in the two galaxies.
Finally, Frankowski & Soker (2009) claimed that the intrinsic luminosity function in [O iii] λ 5007 line of the galactic symbiotic nebulae (SyStNLF) have very similar cutoff luminosity and general shape to those of the planetary nebulae. Unfortunately, we cannot estimate the [O iii] luminosity for our M31 sample because the Azimlu et al. (2011) . If the coincidence between M31SyS J004147.71+405737.1 and M31N 1993-05 is real, then it was a Z And-type symbiotic outburst rather than a real thermonuclear nova. There is also a red variable, [PAC] 61099, only 0.16 arcsec away from our position of M31SyS J004147.71+405737.1, and the reported P ∼ 900 d (An et al. 2004 ) is consistent with the orbital periods observed for galactic S-type SySt, including those with the Z And-type outburst activity (Mikołajewska 2012) . 
M31SyS J004216.70+404415.7
This object has a very close 2MASS J00421671+4044158 counterpart ( 0.2 arcsec). The 2MASS JHK combined with the LGGS I are then consistent with an un-reddened M giant. In addition, there is a red variable, [PAC] 57435 0.3 arsec), with P ∼ 720 d , which seems to be the same object. The near IR colours and the period are then consistent with an S-type SySt. 
M31SyS J004233.17+412720.7
The most exceptional property of this object is the presence of very strong coronal [Fe x] λ6374, and [Fe ix] λ7892 emission lines, that combined with the fairly strong Raman scattered O vi, and [Fe vii] emission lines (Fig. 11) places M31SyS J004233.17+412720.7 amongst those SySt with the highest degree of ionization. The [Fe x] is observed in some classical novae (e.g. McLaughlin 1953) , and symbiotic recurrent novae (Williams et al. 1991) during their nebular phase, but it is extremely rare in classical SySt. In principle, the presence of this line is well-documented only in SMC 3 which is also the most luminous supersoft X-ray source (SSXS) associated with a SySt (e.g. Jordan et al. 1996 , Orio et al. 2007 , however, it is not as strong as in M31SyS J004233.17+412720.7 ( [Fe x]/Hβ ∼ 0.5 in SMC3, and ∼ 3 in M31SyS J004233.17+412720.7). A weak [Fe x] was also reported in V2116Oph/GX1+4, the famous SySt with a neutron star accompanied by an M6 giant (Davidsen et al. 1977) , and recently also in the C-rich SySt 2MASS J16003761-4835228 .
Among our new M31 SySt, this emission was detected in only one other object -M31SyS J003846.16+400717.0 (Fig. A1) . There is no X-ray counterpart to M31SyS J004233.17+412720.7 and any other of our new SySt. The nearest Chandra source, [VG2007] 257, is about 15 arsec away from M31SyS J004233.17+412720.7. This does not mean that the SySt does not produce any X-ray emission, as such emission could be absorbed locally (by the red giant wind), and/or by the interstellar medium. There is a bright red giant, 2MASS J00423313+4127207, ∼ 0.4 arcsec away from the position of the SySt. Assuming that it is the cool component of M31SyS J004233.17+412720.7, the 2MASS JHK colours are consistent with a moderately reddened, E(B − V) ∼ 0.4, M4 giant. However, the I − K ∼ 4.3 would then be too red for such a star. One cannot, however, exclude that the spectral type is in fact later, and/or the star is variable.
M31SyS J004235.59+410148.0
There is a red variable, PAC] 93855, with P ∼ 560 d , ∼ 0.5 arcsec away. The field is rather crowded, with a few other objects with similar I mag, and this may be an accidental coincidence.
M31SyS J004322.50+413940.9
The spectrum of this object, presented in Fig. 12 , shows a very rich, low-excitation emission line spectrum, including H i, numerous Fe ii and [Fe ii], and Na i D, and very strong Ca ii T lines. The H i and other permitted lines show P Cyg profiles with absorption component blue-shifted by ∼ 350 km s −1 with respect to the emission peak. In addition, the red giant presence is indicated by the TiO bands, and the rising continuum in the red spectral range. Such a spectrum is typical for SySt during their strong optical outbursts. In particular, the similarity between the emission line spectrum of M31SyS J004322.50+413940.9 and that of RX Pup during its optical outbursts (e.g. Swings & Klutz 1976; Mikołajewska et al. 1999 , and references therein) is remarkable. The U BV colours and absolute magnitudes, as well as total Hα luminosity of these two objects are also very similar: M U ∼ −5.2 to -5.7, and ∼ −5.7 and L(Hα) ∼ 180 L ⊙ , and ∼ 100 L ⊙ , in RX Pup and M31SyS J004322.50+413940.9, respectively.
The coincidences between the position of the SySt and 2MASS J00432249+4139409 (0.06 arcsec), M31V J00432248+4139408 (0.13 arcsec), BATC 004322.51+413941.1 (0.26 arcsec) and [PAC] 47174 (0.27 arcsec) are all real because there is no other bright object near enough to be the SySt. The JHK colours are consistent with a moderately reddened, E(B-V) ∼ 0.5, M4 giant. The presence of a red giant is also evident from the BATC spectral energy distribution. The ∼900-day period reported by An et al. (2004) very likely represents orbital variation. The shorter period P ∼ 80 d (Vilardell et al. 2006 ) may be due to low-amplitude semiregular (SR) pulsation of the red giant, which is very common in Galactic and MC SySt (Gromadzki et al. 2013; Angeloni et al. 2014 ).
M31SyS J004323.68+413733.6
The spectrum of this object (Fig. 3) has a very weak continuum, and its symbiotic nature is indicated only by the O vi Raman scattered lines, and other high ionization emission lines. However, M31 J00432365+4137335 is only 0.2 arcsec away, with V = 22.5 and B = 23.1 (Vilardell et al. 2006 d , which could be the same object. The HST F814W image 3 does not show any other bright and red object so close to M31SyS J004334.79+413447.9 (all these objects are within 0.4 arcsec).
M31SyS J004411.71+411336.0
This object was observed in November 2006, and October 2011. The two spectra, shown in Fig. 2 , do not show significant differences except for some change in relative emission line intensity ratios (e.g. He ii4686/Hβ, [O iii]/Hβ). These changes can reflect some orbitally related changes or be due to intrinsic variability of the hot component. A comparison of the PHAT magnitudes (table 2) with the blue and near IR magnitudes from BATC DR1 suggests that M31SyS J004411.71+411336.0 was ∼ 1 mag brigher in the blue optical range during the BAT observations whereas its near IR brightness was more or less the same. 
CONCLUSIONS
We presented and discussed the first SySt detected in M31.
The main conclusions are as follows:
(i) A total of 31 SySt were confirmed. We tentatively identified 24 of them as S-types and 5 as D-types, however this classifica-tion must be confirmed by near-IR photometry. 4 additional objects were classified as possible symbiotic stars.
(ii) A comparison of these new SySt with the galactic SySt indicates that we are sampling similar binary star populations, however, we are incomplete in M31 for all but the most luminous SySt.
(iii) M31SyS J004233.17+412720.7 was found to be the SySt with the highest ionization level among all known SySt.
(iv) Although M31SyS J004322.50+413940.9 was classified as a possible SySt, it is very likely that in 2006, when the Hectospec spectrum was taken, it was at an optical outburst maximum. Further observations are necessary to confirm its symbiotic nature.
More detailed spectral analysis of these new SySt will be the subject of a follow-up paper II. 
